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INTRODUCTION 

Part of the purpose of this public meeting is an information session about 
what Becton is proposing in their development and what sort of problems it's 
going to cause. 

First, it's most important to get clear on what the design of their development 
actually is, and to get clear on exactly what grounds for objection we have. 
The more accurate and specific our objections are, the more effective they'll  
be. 

There's a very long list. 

Our grounds for objection fall into four general catagories. 
■ Issues of local Amenity — such as traffic and car parking problems, 

overshadowing, and the sort of things that affect us physically, 
• Issues of Heritage and Urban Character — the things that affect the special 

qualities of our built environment, 
• Issues of Social Character and social mix — the social impact of the 

development, and 
• Issues of the Planning Process itself — the bad precedents this proposal will 

set, and the planning principles it will undermine. 

I'm going to look at the first two — Amenity and Urban Character — and Kate 
Shaw, who'll follow me, will look at the other two broader issues. 

REVIEW OF LOCALITY PLAN: 

Surrounding streets and buildings 

Buildings on site 

The parts to be demolished and retained. 



THE BUILDING ENVELOPE PLAN: 

Now, before we start looking at this plan, the "Building Envelope Plan", we 
need to understand something very fundamental about Becton's application. 
The big, glossy, Nonda Katsalidis tower design you keep seeing ln the Becton 
publicity is NOT what they are applying for. They're applying for a 125 meter 
high building envelope — a sort of tall box outline in the sky — that would allow  
Nonda's tower, or any other similar tower design, to be built on the site. In 
effect, once they got their amendment, they could just sell it on to some other 
developer, at a pretty good profit, without building a thing. The next design 
could be miles worse again, and this is one of the key points we need to 
object to. 

So; the building envelope plan: 

Espy to be retained — great 

Bottleshop — 4 storeys, retail, restaurant, entrance, etc 

Baymor Court and stables — 3 to 4 storeys, low rise residential above one or 
two storeys of podium parking. (Whole site excluding Espy & 
bottleshop to be underground parking.) 

"Arrandale" part (the mid-rise tower) — 17 storeys, high rise residential, 
about the same height as Arrandale (ie, a bit taller) 

The Tower — 38 storeys high rise residential. 

One thing you'll be hearing a lot about from Becton is the "super slim" shape 
of its main tower. I suppose you could say it's going to be slender in relation 
to its enormous height. But when you look at this plan you can see that it's 
going to be enormously wide too. At its slenderest cross section the main 
tower is still about as wide as the width of Arrandale. Its length [this way] is 
about twice as long as Arrandale is wide. And right next to it, the "smaller" 
tower is as wide as the Arrandale tower again, and as deep too. This is an 
absolutely vast footprint, planted almost street to street across the entire 
site. (The overall tower envelope is 45m x 45m, compared to Arrandale's 
puny 24 x 16.) So, let's not buy the "slim" line. 

The super tall tower envelope is certainly the main problem. But first we 
should look at some of the ground level issues. 

Bottleshop — This seems to me to provide quite an appropriately sized 
companion building beside the Espy. The only worry is that if it comes 
too far forward it will obscure the view of the upper part of the Espy 
facade as you come around the esplanade from the south. 



Baymor Court and stables —The first problem here is that Baymor Court is 
going to be demolished, and we don't have any specific design proposal 
to go in its place. The hard edge little "village" streetscape that 
Baymor Court sets up along Victoria Street is very precious. The 
useless token offer of open space on the corner, and the looming tower 
half way down, make you think Becton doesn't understand this street at 
all. The low scale residences proposed along Pollington Street seem to 
have the right scale and the right intent. But they won't actually 
achieve their desired neighbourly street interface because they're 
perched too high up on top of a one to two storey car parking podium. 
They're also meant to screen the towers from the street level at the 
back, which really is quite impossible. 

"Arrandale" mid-rise part — At the bottom of this are some of the best aspects 
of Becton's proposal. At ground level there's going to be a large 
internal service area where trucks can come in and service the hotel 
and the apartment towers, so all the noise and bins and things are 
away from the residential streets. And on the floor above they're 
proposing a large art gallery space that will link in with artists' studios 
and facilities on the upstairs floors of the Espy. But the Espy Kitchen 
block will be demolished, which is something of a tragedy, and the 
sheer size of it is a problem. You'll notice on the plan that this tower 
envelope actually overhangs right over the Espy's Gershwin Room wing, 
which is not how all Becton's artist's impressions of the building show 
it at all. It's considerably wider than any images you've seen. 

The Espy — Becton have undertaken to retain most of the building, and, as far 
as they can assure us, the actual musical and social culture of the Espy 
too. Right down to the sticky carpets they say. In this we are in total 
and welcome agreement. Part of the proposed development will 
actually lock in Becton's commitment to the local arts and music 
culture, with the art gallery and artists' spaces, and new quarters for 
Espy Recorders, PBS radio and a relocated Espy Kitchen. The trouble 
is, that because it's just a generic envelope development proposal, 
none of this has been remotely guaranteed. 

It seems possible that all the work at ground level could be done well. 
■ The bottle shop site could  be a very good addition to the architecture of the 

Esplanade. 
■ The low-rise residential part at the back could co-exist happily in the 

residential streets behind. 
■ The internal services area could shield all the noise and service traffic from 

the streets. 
■ The Espy may continue to live on in the same vein. 

BUT, all this depends on clever, insightful, sensitive architecture. They might 
well provide this in the end, but, as Becton's application doesn't commit to 
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any specific architectural design at all, there is no guarantee whatsoever that 
we won't end up with something completely ham-fisted and dreadful. 

THE TOWER 

The one thing we can be sure of is that the tower component will be 
completely wrong. It doesn't matter how brilliantly designed it is as a great 
looking skyscraper, it's the wrongsize, in the wrong place, and it will have all 
the wrong effects. 

The funny thing is, that Nonda Katsalis has designed an almost identical 
residential skyscraper — the Republic Tower — in the city in La Trobe Street, 
which I think is a brilliant piece of architecture for the CBD, but not for the 
Espy. Arguments about architectural quality of the design are irrelevant at 
this stage. It's all a matter of where the tower is to be located. 

Let's look at the problems of the tower. 

First, the problems of local amenity: 

• The most obvious issue is overshadowing. Becton argue that there are ail 
sorts of clever things about the tower design that "minimize" 
overshadowing. (And one prominent advocate has even suggested that we 
should be grateful for the shade it will provide.) But the fact remains that 
the tower will cast vast shadows over a wide swathe of open public space 
and private houses in the area. (There is some argument that for very 
nearby residents, a tall tower will cause less overshadowing than a broad 
slab six storey block would. But the towers are so broad anyway, and the 
wider effects so far reaching, that the argument has little relevance.) 

• The problem with overlooking and loss of privacy is similar (but around the 
other way for nearby residents). From a distance, there is no problem with 
having more spectators to the foreshore scene, but the effect on the 
immediate residential areas will be disastrous — a never-ending wall of ever-
present eyes peering into our backyards and the scenes of our everyday 
life. For residents of Victoria and Pollington Streets, half the sky will 
virtually be obliterated. 

• Wind effects. Pollington Street, between Arrandale and the Hotel, is 
already an almighty wind tunnel. (I underwent my own personal wind 
tunnel experiment in it just yesterday!) The effects in Pollington and 
Victoria Streets will be multiplied beyond imagination. The weird thing is, 
that this application for a tower envelope doesn't require any wind testing 
data to be provided. It's only when the actual details of the approved tower 
come up for consideration that they have to start thinking about the wind 
problem, which one would think was rather too late. 
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■ Traffic. Just by the sheer number of its occupants, the tower will generate 
a lot more traffic. And there's also visitors and service vehicles to add in. 
Becton's traffic engineering report shows that traffic volumes will just about 
double in the side streets during morning and evening peak hours. But, 
quite remarkably, they do not appear to have made any study of the 
tower's impact on the weekends — which, of course, is when our real traffic 
nightmare here begins. 

■ Parking. Becton has not disclosed exactly how many apartment units will 
be built in the tower. Their traffic engineers assume 100 to 150 in their 
report. Add up the floor areas and you can come to well over 200. 
Provision for on-site parking for residents will possibly be quite adequate. 
For guests and patrons, Becton intends to contribute to an expanded 
parking facility on the 'triangle' site down by the Palais Theatre. This may 
relieve parking pressure overall, but the fact remains that with 100 or more 
apartments full of new residents, a local parking spot will become an 
extremely rare commodity. 

The effect on local amenity will be horrendous. Technically, in later rounds of 
the planning process, amenity criteria may reduce the size of the tower that 
eventually fills the envelope. But in the later rounds there will be no provision 
for public consultation. The proposal is clearly a case of over-development of 
the site, and the likely effects are already obvious. They must be addressed 
now. So now  is the time for us to object, 

Heritage and Urban Character 

This is the second broad area of objection that I'm addressing. 

One of the forgotten issues of this fight is the fate of Baymor Court. The 
Becton application simply wants local heritage protection lifted from these 
historic flats. The debate on Baymor Court's preservation is complicated and 
emotional, but, at the bottom line, it is absolutely unacceptable that a 
developer should apply for the demolition of a heritage listed building without 
having submitted any actual design proposal for its replacement That should 
be enough by itself for Council to reject the application. 

The Espy, though, will be saved, at least in its physical appearance from the 
street. As a basic cornerstone to their development proposal, Becton must be 
applauded for it, and held to it. 

But let's not forget that their proposal calls for the demolition of the hotel's 
original rear service wing 	where the Espy Kitchen is — and this should not 
be contemplated without a proper heritage assessment, and, again, the 
requirement that what is going to replace it be made fully explicit, and be 
fully committed to. 
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Vague and generic development applications should never be allowed to 
sweep away uniquely important parts of our heritage like this. 

Heritage protection, also, is not just about preserving the physical building 
itself. It's just as importantly about making sure the building retains its 
proper place, and prominence, and relationship within its setting. 

The essence of the Espy's significance is its prominent, landmark, icon status 
on the St Kilda foreshore esplanade. This tower will completely dwarf it and 
overwhelm it. The Espy is like a great keystone in St Kilda's historic foreshore 
frontage, but the tower will just reduce it to a trivial curiosity at its foot. 
Becton can't trade on the Espy's landmark status at one moment, and then 
just treat it so dismissively when it comes to the bigger picture. 

If heritage protection is to be taken at all seriously, the Becton development 
must be brought under control. 

Heritage controls currently state that any development immediately next to a 
high grade heritage building should not be allowed to be built any higher than 
the heritage building. That's one of the principles behind the current height 
control on the site of 16m — essentially the height of the top of the Espy's 
chimneys. Every metre above that mark should have to be argued for. That's 
the starting point, not 125 metres. 

On the wider picture of the character of the whole Esplanade and foreshore 
area, the tower shows exactly the same sort of contempt for the environment 
that Becton is trying to trade off and buy into. 

The architecture of St Kilda's Esplanade is incredibly diverse, and eclectic, 
and varied. All sorts of different architectural styles and different types of 
buildings jostle each other side by side. It's a wonderful, and sometimes 
wacky mix, and it's what people come to visit and live in St Kilda for. The 
architectural variety reflects St Kilda's incredible social diversity, with all 
sorts of people and sub-cultures and commercial and entertainment interests 
rubbing shoulders in a spirit of appreciative co-existence. 

The huge size of the Becton tower introduces a completely different force into 
the picture: a force of total singular dominance, both visually and socially. 
This huge "landmark" will reduce the visual and architectural image of the St 
Kilda foreshore to just one thing. When you look at St Kilda; when you think 
of St Kilda; there will be just one image —the Becton tower. All the rest will 
become purely incidental. It will also send the message that St Kilda is now 
primarily a playground for the super rich multi-million dollar apartment 
dweller. In effect, it will destroy, quite dramatically, the very urban character 
that it's trying to buy into. 
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Becton, admittedly, is keeping the Espy, as a sort of cultural counterpoint to 
its tower. How long the Espy culture can survive beneath the tower, though, 
is open to question, and Becton doesn't seem to see the one-sidedness of the 
conflict. Becton argues that St Kilda is all about being bold and different. 
Maybe so, but it only works within a truly pluralistic fabric. Bold and different 
and totally dominant will not work. Building a CBD style tower on the 
beachfront is bold and different, but it's entirely inappropriate. It is a 
complete misreading of St Kilda's culture and spirit. 

The spirit of co-existence here might easily accommodate a new subculture of 
the extremely rich living within it. But not one of such overbearing 
prominence. Co-existence should allow a new architectural neighbour to add 
a new element of architectural excellence to the Esplanade, one that even 
outshines its less distinguished neighbouring buildings. But not one that so 
dominates the whole scene. 

CONCLUSION 

Becton has tried in many ways, some token, some real, to come up with a 
sensitive and enlightened development. This we would of course welcome, 
but their skyscraper concept completely disqualifies it from serious 
consideration. Add to this the fact that their application offers their 
architect's design only as a concept option, with no commitment, and no 
basis for specific assessment, and the whole proposal becomes totally, 
emphatically unacceptable. 

So, these are just some of the issues and some of the objections waiting to be 
made. The battle's on: choose your weapons; and let fire! 
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